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Will the proposed revision require changes to 
the following Publications: 

Publication Yes No Office Staff Contacted 

Standard Plans Index 

Traffic Engineering Manual

FDOT Design Manual

Construction Project Administration Manual 
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Structures Design Guidelines 

Approved Product List 

Materials Manual

Synopsis: Summarize the changes: 

Justification: Why does the existing language need to be changed? 

Do the changes affect either of the following types of specifications (Hover over type to go to site.): 

Special Provisions          Developmental Specifications  

List Specifications Affected: (ex. SP3270301, Dev330TL, Dev334TL etc.)

Maintenance Specs

Will this revision necessitate any of the following: 

Design Bulletin Construction (DCE Memo) Estimates Bulletin Materials Bulletin

Have all references to internal and external publications in this Section been verified for accuracy?

Contact the State Specifications Office for assistance completing this form. 
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ORIGINATION FORM
Proposed Revisions to the Specifications

(Please provide all information - incomplete forms will be returned)

https://www.fdot.gov/programmanagement/otherfdotlinks/developmental/default.shtm
mailto://Darla.Hunsicker@dot.state.fl.us
mailto://daniel.strickland@dot.state.fl.us
mailto:maryelizabeth.parker@dot.state.fl.us
https://www.fdot.gov/programmanagement/implemented/workbooks/fy-2023-2024-workbook/fy-2023-2024-workbook


1. Are changes in line with promoting and making meaningful progress on improving safety, enhancing
mobility, inspiring innovation, and fostering talent; explain how?

2. What financial impact does the change have; project costs, pay item structure, or consultant fees?

3. What impacts does the change have on production or construction schedules?

4. How does this change improve efficiency or quality?

5. Which FDOT offices does the change impact?

6. What is the impact to districts with this change?

7. Does the change shift risk and to who?

8. Provide summary and resolution of any outstanding comments from the districts or industry.

9. What is the communication plan?

10. What is the schedule for implementation?
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https://www.fdot.gov/programmanagement/Specs.shtm


 

SCOPE OF THE WORK 

(REV 5-31-23) 

SUBARTICLE 4-3.9.1 is deleted and the following substituted: 

  4-3.9.1 Intent and Objective: 

   1. This Subarticle applies to any cost reduction proposal (hereinafter 

referred to as a Proposal) that the Contractor initiates and develops for the purpose of refining the 

Contract to increase cost effectiveness or significantly improve the quality of the end result. A 

mandatory Cost Savings Initiative Workshop will be held prior to Contract Time beginning for 

the Contractor and Department to discuss potential Proposals. This mandatory workshop can 

only be eliminated if agreed to in writing by both the Contractor and Department. This Subarticle 

does not, however, apply to any such proposal unless the Contractor identifies it at the time of its 

submission to the Department as a proposal submitted pursuant to this Subarticle. 

   2. The Department will consider Proposals that would result in net savings 

to the Department by providing a decrease in the cost of the Contract. Proposals must result in 

savings without impairing essential functions and characteristics such as safety, service, life, 

reliability, economy of operation, ease of maintenance, aesthetics and necessary standard design 

features. The Department will not recognize the Contractor’s correction of plan errors that result 

in a cost reduction, as a Proposal. Deletions of work, approved by the Engineer which are not 

directly associated with or integral to a Proposal will be handled as full credits to the Department 

for the work deleted.Deletions of work, approved by the Engineer, that are the sole objective of 

the Proposal will include a cost sharing percentage with the Contractor as defined in Subarticle 

4-3.9.7.  

   3. The Department shall have the right to reject, at its discretion, any 

Proposal submitted that proposes a change in the design of the pavement system or that would 

require additional right-of-way. Pending the Department’s execution of a formal supplemental 

agreement implementing an approved Proposal, the Contractor shall remain obligated to perform 

the work in accordance with the terms of the existing Contract. The Department may grant time 

extensions to allow for the time required to develop and review a Proposal. 

   4. For potential Proposals not discussed at the Cost Savings Initiative 

Workshop, a mandatory concept meeting will be held for the Contractor and Department to 

discuss the potential Proposal prior to development of the Proposal. This mandatory meeting can 

only be eliminated if agreed to in writing by both the Contractor and Department. 

 

 

SUBARTICLE 4-3.9.7 is deleted and the following substituted: 

  4-3.9.7 Sharing Arrangements: If the Department approves a Proposal, the 

Contractor shall receive up to 50% of the net reduction in the cost of the performance of the 

Contract.  as determined by the final negotiated agreement between the Contractor and the 

Department. The net reduction in the cost of the performance of the Contract will be determined 

by subtracting from the savings of the construction costs the reasonable documented engineering 

costs, incurred by the contractor to design and develop a Proposal, from the gross reduction in 

the cost of the performance of the Contract. The reasonable documented engineering costs 

incurred by the contractor will be paid for as part of the negotiated Supplemental Agreementwill 



 

be paid by the Department. Engineering costs incurred by the contractor will be based on the 

consultant’s certified invoice and may include the costs of the Independent Review Engineer in 

4-3.9.6. The total engineering costs, to be subtracted from the savings to determine the net 

reduction will be limited to 25% of the gross construction savingsreduction in the cost of the 

performance of the Contract and shall not include any markup by the Contractor or the costs for 

engineering services performed by the Contractor.  

   If the Department determines that the parties identified in 337.11(17) 

Florida Statutes have contributed to the reduction in the cost of the performance of the contract, 

the contractor’s share may be 45% of the net reduction.  

   If the Department approves a Proposal where deletions of work are the 

sole objective of the Proposal, the Contractor shall receive 14.5% of the net reduction in the cost 

of the performance of the Contract.  
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